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SUMMARY

Target competition (ceRNA crosstalk) within miRNA-
regulated gene networks has been proposed to influ-
ence biological systems. To assess target competi-
tion, we characterize and quantitatemiRNAnetworks
in two cell types. Argonaute iCLIP reveals that hierar-
chical binding of high- to low-affinity miRNA targets
is a key characteristic of in vivo activity. Quantifica-
tion of cellular miRNA and mRNA/ncRNA target
pool levels indicates that miRNA:target pool ratios
and an affinity partitioned target pool accurately
predict in vivo Ago binding profiles and miRNA sus-
ceptibility to target competition. Using single-cell
reporters, we directly test predictions and estimate
that �3,000 additional high-affinity target sites can
affect active miRNA families with low endogenous
miRNA:target ratios, such as miR-92/25. In contrast,
the highly expressed miR-294 and let-7 families are
not susceptible to increases of nearly 10,000 sites.
These results show differential susceptibility based
on endogenous miRNA:target pool ratios and pro-
vide a physiological context for ceRNA competition
in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are �21–23 nt RNAs that guide Argonaute

(Ago) proteins to targets for posttranscriptional gene repression

(Bartel, 2004; Meister, 2013). Ago-miRNA target recognition is

predominantly based on sequence complementarity to positions

2–7 of the miRNA, termed the seed (Bartel, 2009). A miRNA’s

repressive activity varies according to target site accessibility

and binding affinity. The binding affinity is mainly related to

the extent of miRNA seed base pairing, from the higher abun-

dant but lower affinity 6-mer seed match to less abundant

and increasingly higher affinity 7-mer and 8-mer sites (8-mer =

7-mer match with adenosine across from position 1 of the

miRNA) (Friedman et al., 2009; Nielsen et al., 2007).
Mole
In addition to target site affinity, Ago binding is biochemically

linked to the relative cellular concentration of the miRNA and the

total target pool (miRNA:target ratio) (Arvey et al., 2010; Brown

et al., 2007; Doench and Sharp, 2004; Garcia et al., 2011; Mul-

lokandov et al., 2012). Previous analysis of miRNA repression

levels showed miRNAs with low miRNA:target ratios confer min-

imal repression (Arvey et al., 2010; Garcia et al., 2011). Absolute

levels of miRNAs for various cell types are estimated in the

range of tens to 120,000 copies per cell (cpc) (Bissels et al.,

2009; Calabrese et al., 2007; Denzler et al., 2014; Lim et al.,

2003; Mukherji et al., 2011). Estimating total target concentra-

tions has proven more difficult. Target genes can be computa-

tionally predicted based on miRNA seed match conservation

and other factors affecting site accessibility (Bartel, 2009), but

biochemical target identification by Ago immunoprecipitation

(IP) suggests even more extensive miRNA targeting (Chi et al.,

2009; Hafner et al., 2010; Leung et al., 2011; Loeb et al.,

2012; Zisoulis et al., 2010). These in vivo Ago-binding studies

provided thousands of statistically significant target sites, but

have not been used to quantify the total target pools of individ-

ual miRNAs.

miRNA repression can be inhibited by perturbing endogenous

miRNA:target ratios through overexpression of RNAs with multi-

ple high-affinity miRNA binding sites, termed miRNA ‘‘sponges’’

(Ebert et al., 2007). Interestingly, miRNA target competition by

sponges occurs in a threshold-like manner (Mukherji et al.,

2011) similar to other biological systems of molecular titration

(Brewster et al., 2014; Buchler and Louis, 2008; Levine and

Hwa, 2008). The salient property of titration-mediated regimes

in biology is nonlinear input-output responses that occur near

the buffering molecule concentration. In the case of miRNAs,

as the target pool surpasses the threshold set by the buffering

miRNA concentration plus KD of the miRNA:target interaction,

smaller changes in targets can result in larger changes in the

concentration of free, i.e., unrepressed target (Mukherji et al.,

2011). This relationship makes target affinity and cellular abun-

dance estimates important to determining responses to miRNA

or target pool perturbations.

Based on target competition, the competing endogenous RNA

(ceRNA) hypothesis proposes a layer of gene regulation medi-

ated by transcripts with shared miRNA binding sites (Salmena

et al., 2011; Tay et al., 2014). In this hypothesis, ceRNAs
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(RNAs targeted by the same miRNA) exhibit indirect positively

correlated expression. For example, as one ceRNA increases,

it titrates away miRNA from repressing other ceRNAs, and in-

creases expression of all ceRNAs in the network (Sumazin

et al., 2011; Tay et al., 2011). Multiple types of endogenous ceR-

NAs have been reported, including protein-coding transcripts,

long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), pseudogenes, and circular

RNAs (circRNAs) (reviewed in Tay et al., 2014). Many ceRNA in-

teractions have been linked to development or various disease

states (Cesana et al., 2011; de Giorgio et al., 2013; Kallen

et al., 2013; Karreth and Pandolfi, 2013; Ling et al., 2013). How-

ever, recent quantitation of ceRNA effects for miR-122 in liver

suggested no competition would occur in vivo because of the

large relative abundance of miRNA target pools (Denzler et al.,

2014). Thus, despite the preponderance of examples attributing

various phenotypes to individual ceRNA interactions, the hy-

pothesis remains controversial. Mathematical models predict

ceRNA effects within an optimum regimen where the miRNA

and targets are near equimolar concentrations (Ala et al., 2013;

Bosia et al., 2013; Figliuzzi et al., 2013), but it remains unclear

if endogenous miRNA networks are in these susceptible

regimes.

In this report, we use Ago2 individual-nucleotide resolution UV

crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (iCLIP) (König et al., 2010)

and absolute quantification of miRNAs and mRNAs to quanti-

tatively assess miRNA-regulation genome-wide. We find that

miRNA:target ratios determine both the accumulation of Ago

across its different affinity sites and the susceptibility of target

repression to target competition. This quantification reveals

endogenous miRNA families susceptible to competition, which

we then validate with single-cell miRNA reporter assays.

RESULTS

Quantifying miRNA Regulation with mRNA-Seq, Small
RNA-Seq, and iCLIP
Ago-miRNA complexes bind targets according to the target

site’s equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) and the concentra-

tions of both free miRNA and target (Figure 1A, top). Each

miRNA has hundreds of targets (potential ceRNAs) with different

affinities and expression levels that essentially act as competi-

tive inhibitors that reduce free miRNA (Figure 1A, bottom).

Due to the buffering properties of molecular titration, these

competition effects depend on both the interaction affinity and

miRNA:target ratio (Buchler and Louis, 2008; Mukherji et al.,

2011).

We assessed miRNA regulation using four genome-wide

measurements to quantify miRNAs, characterize Ago-RNA in-

teractions, estimate miRNA target pools, and measure repres-

sion. Specifically, we first performed small RNA-seq, poly-A

RNA-seq, and iCLIP within a single mouse embryonic stem

cell (ESC) line. To assure high-confidence Ago-RNA interac-

tions, these were performed in cells expressing a single doxy-

cycline (dox)-inducible Ago2 gene in an endogenous Ago1-4

null background (either TT-FHAgo2 [FLAG-HA Ago2 epitope

tagged] or TT-Ago2 [Ago2 untagged]) (Zamudio et al., 2014)

(Figure 1B). To calculate miRNA cpc, small RNA-seq miRNA

counts were normalized to miR-295 cpc quantified by northern
348 Molecular Cell 56, 347–359, November 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier In
blot. miRNAs with shared 7-mer seed sequences were

summed into miRNA families because their targets will be

highly overlapping (Figure S1A available online; Table 1). To

measure global target RNA concentrations, we performed

poly-A RNA-seq with synthetic spike-in RNAs and used tran-

script isoform levels estimated with Cufflinks (Trapnell et al.,

2010) because isoforms may differ in miRNA seed match con-

tent. The total protein-coding mRNA content for ESCs was

calculated at 158,000 cpc (Figure S1B). To measure miRNA-

mediated gene repression, we performed mRNA-seq from

TT-FHAgo2 with (Ago+) or without (Ago�) Ago proteins and

observed upregulation of predicted miRNA targets upon Ago

loss (Figure S1C).

With these absolute measurements of cellular RNA and

miRNA-mediated repression, we next turned to directly

measuring an individual miRNA’s targeting activity by quanti-

tating actual binding events at each target site. FHAgo2 iCLIP

provided high confidence genome-wide characterization of

Ago binding events. After UV-crosslinking, FHAgo2 was purified

by tandem FLAG-HA IP, and associated RNAs were sequenced

and mapped to the mouse genome. All IP experiments were

performed in parallel in the untagged TT-Ago2 cell lines for a

negative control (Figure S2). iCLIP reads and crosslink sites

show highly specific Ago interactions, demonstrated for the

three prime untranslated region (30 UTR) of p21 and Casp2

genes in Figure 1C. We developed a computational pipeline

to identify statistically significant clusters of Ago2 iCLIP reads

above untagged background (Figure S2A; Experimental Proce-

dures). The resulting 6,817 regions constitute a set of high-

confident Ago2 bound sites in ESCs. Contrary to previous

reports of abundant intronic binding (Chi et al., 2009; Hafner

et al., 2010; Leung et al., 2011), our stringently identified clus-

ters were depleted in introns relative to genomic background

but still enriched in long noncoding RNA and pseudogene cat-

egories, as well as the expected exonic categories (Figure S2B).

The 50 UTR, 30 UTR, and CDS mapping clusters represent 85,

1,811, and 675 different genes, respectively. The nucleotide

resolution of RNA-protein crosslink sites (König et al., 2010; Su-

gimoto et al., 2012) is seen by the strong peak of crosslinking

signal immediately upstream of miRNA seed match sites for

the highly expressed miR-294 family (Figure 1D). In fact, cross-

linking patterns are distinguishable for various site types by the

presence of additional RNA-protein interactions at the first po-

sition of miR-294 8-mer seed matches confirming different

target interactions (Figure S2C). Finally, we find increased iCLIP

coverage (iCLIP reads per million [RPM]/ FPKM of gene isoform)

is correlated with increased Ago repression (Figure 1E). The

quantitative, specific, and stringent nature of the Ago2 iCLIP

data suggests iCLIP reads can be used to characterize Ago2-

miRNA target binding events.

Ago-miRNA-Bound Sites Are Correlated with Potential
Target Pool Size and Distinguish Active miRNA Seed
Families
To extend our analysis to include even weak affinity sites, we

quantified the number of Ago2 iCLIP reads at all miRNA seed

matches within expressed 30 UTRs. The inclusion of sites with

even one iCLIP read was supported by meta-analysis that
c.
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Figure 1. In Vivo miRNA and Target Pool

Quantitation for Prediction of ceRNA Effects

(A) Steady-state equation governing miRNA in-

teractions (top) and illustration of a potential

ceRNA gene in context of a miRNA’s total target

pool (bottom). Nodes depict target genes and size

represents different expression levels.

(B) Experimental system for quantifying miRNA

regulation networks. TT-FHAgo2 and TT-Ago2

ESCs lack endogenous Ago1-4 and express only

FLAG-HA-hAgo2 or untagged hAgo2 under a

doxycycline inducible promoter.

(C) iCLIP read coverage at p21 and Casp2 genes

from TT-FHAgo2 or TT-Ago2 ESCs. iCLIP read 50

ends predict the exact crosslink site and are indi-

cated in red. Coverage is normalized to mean

values of background RNA to allow comparison

between data sets, as described in the Experi-

mental Procedures. Scale represents 0–20 for TT-

FHAgo2 coverage and 0–2 for TT-Ago2 coverage.

(D) iCLIP read or crosslink (Xlink) density across all

miR-294 seed match sites (GCACTT) in expressed

30 UTRs. Xlink sites represent 50 end of sequenced

reads. iCLIP density represents read coverage or

number of Xlinks at a given nt position/total read

coverage or number of Xlinks within the ± 200 nt

window surrounding the target sites; 0 in the x axis

corresponds to the first nucleotide of the 7-mer

seed match (i.e., across from position 8 of the

miRNA).

(E) Correlation between log2 iCLIP coverage per

gene and log2 gene repression, for each gene

containing at least one 30 UTR iCLIP cluster. iCLIP

coverage represents the number of reads across

all 30 UTR clusters normalized to wild-type (WT)

gene expression (Supplemental Experimental

Procedures). Gene repression is the log2 Ago+/

Ago� fold change/median Ago+/Ago� value of a

random control set (Supplemental Experimental

Procedures). The least-squares linear regression

best-fit line is depicted in gray with the coefficient

of determination noted (R2).
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showed a crosslink peak above background immediately up-

stream of the seed match at one-read sites (Figure S2E). With

these sites quantified, we found that the number of bound 7/

8-mer sites for a given miRNA family more resembled its total

number of potential target sites rather than miRNA expression

level (Figure 2A). This suggests that Ago-miRNA binding

spreads across the entire accessible target pool even at low

miRNA concentrations, possibly accumulating at 7/8-mer target

sites and spreading to lower-affinity sites at higher miRNA

concentrations.

We next identified miRNA seed families that exhibit significant

accumulation across their target pool by comparing average

iCLIP coverage per site. The iCLIP coverage for the top 30 ex-

pressed ESC miRNA families was compared to a control distri-

bution of randomly selected 30 UTR sites (random seeds). To

predict the maximal number of active ESC miRNAs, we only

used high-affinity 8-mer sites in this analysis. We found 11

ESC miRNA families exhibit average iCLIP coverage above

background (p < 0.01) (Figure 2B). Plotting the crosslink density
Mole
profile around 7/8-mer target sites for the top 30 expressed

ESC miRNAs confirmed appreciable Ago binding only at the

identified active miRNA seeds (Figure 2C). For subsequent anal-

ysis, we excluded three lowly expressed active seed families,

miR-17/93 (GCACTTT), miR-19 (TTTGCAC), and miR-148

(TGCACTG) that shared shifted or mismatched seeds with the

highly expressed miR-294/292 families ([A/G]GCACTT) to alle-

viate any crossover signal. This crossover signal can be seen

by the �1 and +2 max crosslink positions of miR-17/93 and

miR-19 seed matches, respectively, corresponding exactly to

the �1 and +2 shifts in seed sequence relative to miR-294

(Figure 2C, bottom three rows). Finally, to confirm that signifi-

cant crosslinking signal translates to repressive activity, we

compared gene repression of conserved 7/8-mer target sites

to average iCLIP coverage and found a strong correlation (Fig-

ure 2D). This result validates use of iCLIP coverage to assess

miRNA binding across the target pool and identifies multiple

seed families conferring repression in stem cells that we use

to characterize miRNA-regulation.
cular Cell 56, 347–359, November 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 349



Table 1. miRNA and Target Pool Concentrations and iCLIP Coverage Values of Active miRNA Families

miRNA

Family

Seed

Match

[miRNA]

cpc/nM

8-mer

[target]

cpc/nM

7-mer

[target]

cpc/nM

6-mer

[target]

cpc/nM

Total Ago

Occupancy

8-mer Targets

Total Ago

Occupancy

7-mer Targets

Total Ago

Occupancy

6-mer Targets

ESC miR-294 AGCACTT 56,700/471 1,271/11 6,453/54 12,077/100 2.27 1.52 1.54

miR-292-5p GTTTGAG 13,328/111 2,492/21 7,664/64 40,883/340 0.5 0.15 0.12

miR-292/467 GGCACTT 8,643/72 736/6 4,185/35 12,086/100 2.1 1.24 1.54

miR-293 GCGGCAC 2,644/22 360/3 1,847/15 4,807/40 1.53 0.63 0.53

miR-15/16 TGCTGCT 1,814/15 2,484/21 24,549/204 11,0918/921 0.59 0.21 0.16

miR-92/25 GTGCAAT 1,720/14 1,195/10 2,653/22 17,367/144 0.91 0.39 0.1

miR-26 TACTTGA 1,696/14 2,758/23 4,784/40 28,284/235 0.22 0.14 0.12

miR-291-5p CTTTGAT 584/5 1,903/16 8,660/72 34,740/289 0.28 0.2 0.14

MSC let-7 CTACCTC 41,748/46.2 1,380/1.5 2,884/3.2 20,414/22.6 3.53 1.99 1.16

miR-125-5p CTCAGGG 19,309/21.4 1,448/1.6 4,442/4.9 11,378/12.6 1.06 0.7 0.3

miR-26 TACTTGA 11,624/12.9 1,398/1.5 2,309/2.6 12,612/14.0 1.04 0.54 0.41

miR-15/16 TGCTGCT 6,610/7.3 1,450/1.6 12,833/14.2 56,220/62.3 2.72 1.08 0.71

miR-21 ATAAGCT 5,674/6.3 520/0.6 1,730/1.9 7,694/8.5 1.44 0.65 0.46

miR-99 TACGGGT 4,813/5.3 78/0.1 399/0.4 2,154/2.4 1.14 1.03 0.95

miR-31 TCTTGCC 2,228/2.5 1,426/1.6 3,603/4.0 13,285/14.7 1.12 0.79 0.41

miR-199 ACTACTG 1,226/1.4 912/1.0 2,827/3.1 10,837/12.0 0.91 0.59 0.5

miR-92/25 GTGCAAT 912/1.0 787/0.9 1,727/1.9 8,239/9.1 2.27 1.01 0.43

miR-27 ACTGTGA 849/0.9 2,266/2.5 6,011/6.7 21,091/23.4 1.29 0.68 0.52

miR-30 TGTTTAC 562/0.6 2,411/2.7 3,296/3.7 6,072/6.7 1.33 1.11 0.56

miR-17/20/93 GCACTTT 302/0.3 1,018/1.1 3,475/3.8 14,881/16.5 1.91 1.08 0.57

Measured copies per cell (cpc) and converted nM concentrations for all ESC and MSC miRNA families with statistically enriched average iCLIP

coverage over random control sites (p < 0.01). Target concentration [target] is the endogenous iCLIP-estimated target abundance per miRNA and

site type pair across all genomic regions (corresponding to values graphed in Figures 4C and S7E). Total Ago Occupancy, iCLIP reads per million

(RPM) across corresponding sites/site type target pool cpc.
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Target Pool Abundance, miRNA Concentration, and
Individual Target Binding Affinity Determine Ago-miRNA
Coverage In Vivo
To investigate how miRNAs interact with their target pool, we

split target sites into mutually exclusive 8-mer, 7-mer, and 6-

mer pools to represent high- to low-affinity targets. We found

the average iCLIP coverage across active ESC miRNA target

sites decreases with decreasing miRNA complementarity, sup-

porting that iCLIP coverage reflects Ago binding affinity (Fig-

ure S3A). Further, plotting iCLIP coverage per 8-mer target site

for each active ESCmiRNA individually revealed varying degrees

of increased coverage over background control sites (Figure 3A).

Interestingly, iCLIP coverage per site for somemiRNAs begins to

collapse to near background levels at 7-mer (Figure 3B) and 6-

mer target sites (Figure 3C). Across 6-mer targets, only three

miRNA families—miR-292/467 and miR-294, which share a 6-

mer seed, and miR-293—are strongly detected above back-

ground. This showed that target affinity groups, approximated

by seed match type, are differentially bound by miRNA seed

families. As expected, we found target repression also differs

by seed type for individual miRNA seed families, with stronger

affinity sites conferring more repression in general (Figure S3B).

For this and any further analysis, we included 7-mer-A1 sites

(6-mer match with adenosine across from position 1; Bartel,

2009) with the 6-mer class because we observed no difference
350 Molecular Cell 56, 347–359, November 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier In
in binding between these classes when analyzing all active

ESC miRNAs in aggregate (Figure S3C).

We next developed an approach to estimate target pool con-

centrations for each affinity group to explore the relationship be-

tween concentration and binding. The inclusion of all predicted

sites would greatly overestimate target numbers because

40% of predicted miR-294 8-mer target sites are not bound

despite miR-294 levels being significantly higher than its 6/7/

8-mer target pool (Figure S3E, see below). Alternatively, restric-

tion to only conserved targets underestimates the target pool

because the majority of iCLIP bound sites are nonconserved

(Figure S4A), although conserved sites do exhibit �30% higher

iCLIP coverage on average than nonconserved sites (Fig-

ure S4B). Therefore, we used iCLIP to inform which target sites

to include in the target pool in a two-step process. First, the iso-

form expression value for any target site with at least one iCLIP

read was added to the target pool. We confirmed this target

pool inclusion criteria by comparing the repression for mutually

exclusive 8-mer targets with and without iCLIP reads (Fig-

ure S4C) and found no significant evidence for repression at

0 read sites compared to matched controls, indicating that

our approach appropriately captured the majority of actively re-

pressing miRNA-target interactions. Second, because we are

interested in defining the entire potential target pool that is

accessible to miRNA, not just the pool that is being detectably
c.
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Figure 2. Quantitative iCLIP Coverage

across Entire Target Pool Identifies Active

ESC miRNAs

(A) Proportion of miRNA expression, bound target

sites (R1 iCLIP read), or total target sites for the

indicated miRNA seed families.

(B) Histogram of the average iCLIP coverage per

expressed 30 UTR 8-mer site for each of the top 30

expressed ESC miRNA families (green). miRNA

family name and 7-mer seed match is indicated

above corresponding value for families with signal

over background control (p < 0.01). The histogram

for 998 random seed ‘‘families’’ used to estimate

background iCLIP coverage levels is in blue.

(C) Heatmap of average crosslinks (Xlinks) per

nucleotide across all 7/8-mer sites in expressed

30 UTRs (R1 iCLIP read within 10 nt of the seed

match) for each of the top 30 expressed miRNA

families in ESCs. These are ranked by Xlink signal.

The three miRNA families with seed matches

similar to highly expressed miRNAs are moved to

the bottom; 0 in the x axis corresponds to the first

nucleotide of the 7-mer seed match. Average

Xlinks color scale is indicated to the right. Asterisks

mark significantly active families identified in Fig-

ure 3B.

(D) Plot of average iCLIP coverage per conserved

30 UTR 7/8-mer site versus Ago-dependent

expression change of the corresponding gene set,

calculated as the area under the curve (AUC) be-

tween the cumulative distribution of log2 Ago+/

Ago- FPKM test set values and matched control

gene values. Only significantly active ESC miRNA

families are plotted. Genes considered have a

bound 30 UTR 7/8-mer site with PhastCons score >

0.8. The least-squares linear regression best-fit

line is depicted in gray with the coefficient of

determination noted (R2).
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repressed, we also include a portion of the sites with no iCLIP

reads. The 0 read sites could be due to either true site inacces-

sibility or low sampling depth and therefore were included or

not based on the depth of read coverage for each miRNA

seed family and site type (Figure S4D; Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures).

This method provided target cpc estimates of 1,200 8-mers,

5,000 7-mers, and 22,000 6-mers on average for 30 UTR sites

of each activemiRNA ESC family (Figure 3D, lines). For reference

to other cell types, these values correspond to 0.8%, 3.2%, and

14.1% of the total mRNA concentration in the cell. We found

target pool levels can vary greatly, as exemplified by the �10-

fold lower cpc values for miR-293. ThemiR-293 low target abun-

dance is likely because its seed match contains a CG dinucleo-

tide, which is depleted within 30 UTR sequences. Six of eight

active ESC miRNA seeds were expressed at concentrations

greater than their 30 UTR8-mer target pool. Theminimumexpres-

sion value of active ESCmiRNA families is 580 cpc, given bymiR-

291-5p. However, this value is likely an underestimate of the
Mole
miRNA concentration required for detectable activity in ESCs,

because the significant crosslink signal of miR-291-5p may be

partially explained by its 7-mer sequence similarity (CTTTGAT)

to the higher expressed miR-292-5p (GTTTGAG). Examining

the top 30 ESC seed families, only the top eight are above the

concentration of their 30 UTR 8-mer target pool, with the excep-

tion of another CG dinucleotide miRNA, miR-127, which only has

78 possible 8-mer sites in expressed 30 UTRs (Figure S4E). The

low miRNA:target ratios relative to even just the 8-mer target

pool likely explain the undetected binding for the majority of the

top 30 miRNAs. However some miRNAs, including miR-135

and miR-669-5p, exceed their 30 UTR target pools, but do not

show significant binding signal. Highly expressed miRNAs with

undetectable canonical activity have been reported and could

be due tomany factors, including subcellular localization or post-

transcriptional modification of the miRNA (Hwang et al., 2007;

Jones et al., 2009; Mullokandov et al., 2012).

We found that Ago binding signal is related to the miRNA:

target ratio partitioned by affinity group. Only the three miRNAs
cular Cell 56, 347–359, November 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 351
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Figure 3. Relative Target Pool Abundance

Influences Site Type Binding Pattern

(A) Cumulative distribution of log2 iCLIP coverage

at each 8-mer target site for the active ESC miRNA

families and the nonexpressed let-7 miRNA family

(included as an additional estimate of background

signal in this analysis). Only sites with R1 iCLIP

read were included. Number of sites in each set is

indicated in legend parentheses. Colored dots at

bottom represent mean log2 iCLIP coverage.

30 UTR matched control set is included (Experi-

mental Procedures).

(B) Same as (A) for 7-mer sites.

(C) Same as (A) for 6-mer sites.

(D) Measured copies per cell (cpc) values for

miRNA and corresponding 30 UTR target pools of

indicated site type for significantly active ESC

miRNAs. y axis is log scale.

(E) Average crosslinks (Xlinks) per nucleotide

across all target sites in expressed 30 UTRs (R1

iCLIP read within 10 nt), for highly expressed miR-

294 family (top) and lowly expressed miR-92/25

(bottom). Distribution across each site type is

plotted individually; 0 in the x axis corresponds to

the first nucleotide of the 7-mer seed match.
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(miR-294, miR-292, miR-293) expressed in excess of their 30

UTR 6-mer pool (Figure 3D) show strong iCLIP coverage across

6-mer target sites (Figure 3C). As confirmation, a crosslink peak

is clearly detectable across all three site types of the highly ex-

pressed miR-294 family (Figure 3E, top), whereas miR-92/25

only shows strong crosslink signal across 7-mer and 8-mer sites,

as predicted by its low 6-mer miRNA-Target ratio (Figures 3E,

bottom, and 3D). These observations support hierarchical bind-

ing within target pools with the extent of lower affinity coverage

dependent on miRNA:target ratios.

Total Endogenous miRNA Target Pools Are
Predominately Composed of 30 UTRSites and Are Larger
Than Most miRNA Concentrations
Ago-miRNA complexes target a diverse set of transcript classes

and exonic regions in addition to 30 UTR that should be included

in target pool calculations (Figure 4A; Figure S2B). To estimate
352 Molecular Cell 56, 347–359, November 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
the complete cellular target pool for each

miRNA, we compiled seed matches for

the top 30 expressed ESCmiRNAs across

Ensembl annotated 30 UTR, CDS, 50 UTR,
lncRNA, and pseudogene classes. Total

iCLIP coverage across 7/8-mer target

sites in these categories is dominated

(�75%) by 30 UTR sites (Figure 4B). The

pseudogene and lncRNA classes make

up only 1.7% of the average miRNA’s 7/

8-mer binding pool in ESCs. The lower

proportion of iCLIP coverage across

non-30 UTR classes is partially due to

lower average iCLIP coverage per site in

these regions relative to 30 UTR (Fig-

ure S5A) and may reflect differential
accessibility to Ago-miRNA complexes. Accordingly, we

adjusted the non-30 UTR contributions to total target pool num-

ber to reflect their relative Ago binding (Experimental Proce-

dures). This resulted in CDS, 50 UTR, pseudogene, and lncRNA

sites being added to the total target pool as 42%, 32%, 3%,

and 5.4% of their measured expression value, respectively. After

including all regions, the total target abundances for the top 30

expressed ES miRNAs ranged from approximately 17,000 to

140,000 cpc (excluding the two families with CG-containing

seed matches) and are above the corresponding miRNA levels

for all but the miR-294 and miR-292/467 families (Figure 4C;

no weighting by class, Figure S5B bottom).

In Vivo Ago Binding Is Determined by Stoichiometric
miRNA:Target Ratios
Having estimated the total target pools, we set to correlate the

miRNA:target ratio for a given miRNA and site type with Ago
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Figure 4. Total Target Pools Are Dominated

by 30 UTR Binding and Above the Concentra-

tion of Most miRNAs

(A) Coverage plot of FHAgo2 iCLIP read (black) and

crosslink (Xlink) (red) coverage at the indicated

non-30 UTR ESC targets.

(B) Proportion of iCLIP reads at 7/8-mer target

sites coming from indicated genic categories for

each of the top 30 expressed ESC miRNAs.

iCLIP reads at sites with ambiguous genic

annotation are counted in both categories. As-

terisks mark significantly active families identified

in Figure 3B.

(C) Measured copies per cell (cpc) values for

miRNA and corresponding total target abundance

(6/7/8-mer sites from all genic categories). Top 30

expressed miRNAs are plotted. miRNA family cpc

is a sum of all miRNAs sharing the same 6-mer

seed, thus miR-294 and miR-292/467 have iden-

tical values. The y axis is log scale.
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binding. We defined Total Ago Occupancy, analogous to ‘‘frac-

tion bound’’ in in vitro binding assays, as Starget site iCLIP

RPM/Starget site FPKM across the corresponding target sites.

Plotting miRNA:target ratio versus Total Ago Occupancy for

each active ESC miRNA family by site type revealed that Ago

binding above background occurs as the miRNA:target pool ra-

tio approaches 1 and increases hyperbolically with increasing

miRNA:target ratio (Figure 5A). In addition, we found the

maximum Total Ago Occupancy for 8-mers is higher than

6/7-mers supporting hierarchical binding within target pools

and accumulation at high-affinity sites. To estimate when

50% of a given affinity target pool will be bound, we fit

hyperbolic curves to the data points and found half-maximal

miRNA:target ratios of 8.2, 5.3, and 3.2 for 8-mers, 7-mers,

and 6-mers, respectively (Figure S5C). Although the half-

maximal miRNA:target ratios for 7-mers and 6-mers are lower

than for 8-mers, the values actually correspond to larger abso-

lute miRNA levels required for 50% binding because the 7-mer

and 6-mer target abundances are larger. In addition, because

miRNA and target concentrations are far above the KD of bind-

ing (Wee et al., 2012, see below), half-maximal miRNA:target

ratios above 0.5 reflects endogenous competition between

site types. For instance, miRNA levels must be 8.2 times the

level of 8-mer targets in the cell to achieve 50% binding of

8-mers because the large 6-mer and 7-mer target pools

compete for the same pool of available miRNA molecules.

These half-maximal ratios may be slightly overestimated, how-
Molecular Cell 56, 347–359,
ever, because miR-292-5p skewed the

fitted curve to the right with Ago occu-

pancy values that are lower than ex-

pected based on its miRNA:target ratios.

The lower occupancy of miR-292-5p sites

is expected due to lower overall conser-

vation of its target sites, indicating these

targets are not as biologically active

(Figure S5D). Still, the half-maximal

miRNA:target ratios reported here provide
estimates of miRNA expression sufficient for strong binding to

different affinity groups.

Mathematical Model of Target Competition Predicts
Response to Changes in Target Pool Concentration
Having confirmed the influence of both target site affinity and

miRNA:target ratios on Ago-miRNA binding, we turned to evalu-

ating how the relative miRNA:target ratio will affect ceRNA sus-

ceptibility. We reasoned that active miRNA families with lower

miRNA:target ratio might be more sensitive to target competi-

tion. As a first test, we created a simple equilibrium binding

model to incorporate intratarget pool site type competition (de-

tails in Experimental Procedures). In our model, each site type

target pool competes for the same pool of free miRNA based

on their concentration and KD (Figure 5B), effectively reducing

the fraction bound calculated for each individual target pool (Fig-

ure S6A). We input our measured endogenousmiRNA and target

pool cellular concentrations as a starting point for model simula-

tions. A previously measured in vitro KD of 26 pMwas used for 7-

mer sites (Wee et al., 2012), and the 8-mer and 6-mer KD was

15.4 and 53.7 pM, respectively, calculated relative to 7-mer

iCLIP coverage (Figure S3A, right). However, due to intratarget

pool competition, the effective total miRNA concentrations for

half maximal target binding are in the midnanomolar range (Fig-

ure S6A), nearer the cellular concentrations of miRNA and target

mRNA molecules (Table 1). We found strong correlations be-

tween the predicted fraction bound of each active miRNA’s
November 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 353
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Figure 5. Mathematical Model of miRNA

Binding Predicts ceRNA Effects Based on

Intratarget Pool Competition

(A) miRNA and target stoichiometries per site type

are plotted against total binding estimates from

iCLIP, for each active ESC miRNA. miRNA:target

ratio represents miRNA cpc/ site type target pool

cpc. Total Ago occupancy represents iCLIP reads

per million (RPM)/site type target pool cpc. The p =

0.01 is the empirical p value calculated from Total

Ago Occupancy values of 1,000 random sets of

control sites is indicated by dotted line. The x axis

is log scale. Total Ago occupancy values for each

miRNA family are listed in Table 1 and can be used

to identify the corresponding point on the graph.

(B) Diagram of Ago-miRNA binding competition

between different affinity target sites. The total

target pool is partitioned by seed match type with

different KD and concentrations (indicated by color

and subscript).

(C) Simulated target titration curves for a repre-

sentative lowly expressed miRNA (miR-92/25)

showing the relationship between proportion of

free targets and total 8-mer target pool concen-

tration in cpc. Dotted black vertical line indicates

endogenous 8-mer target pool concentration.

Gray-black solid vertical lines indicate estimates of

physiological ESC ceRNA perturbations, corre-

sponding to loss (left of dotted line) of a highly

expressed mRNA (200 cpc) containing 3 3 8-mer

sites (600 site cpc) or 10- and 100-fold upregula-

tion (right of dotted line) of an average target gene

(13 cpc) containing 33 8-mer sites (390, 3,900 site

cpc). The x axis is log scale.
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target pools and both the corresponding iCLIP Total Ago Occu-

pancy values and repression values (Figure S6B), indicating the

reasonableness of the model as well as our in vivo estimates of

miRNA:target ratios and KD values.

Of note, to accurately predict target pools we limited our target

pool inclusion to canonical 6/7/8-mer pools. As a result, our

binding model predicts full saturation of miR-294 6/7/8-mers

because it is expressed almost three times above its total 6/7/

8-mer target pool. However, our iCLIP and repression values

do not support equal saturation of miR-294 6/7/8-mers. For

exceptional miRNAs like miR-294 that are expressed substan-

tially above 6-mer seed matches, other noncanonical sites likely

contribute meaningfully to the competing target pool. Such evi-

dence of noncanonical binding sites has been reported else-

where (Helwak et al., 2013; Lal et al., 2009; Loeb et al., 2012)

and can be seen in our iCLIP data as crosslinking peaks across

miR-294 mismatched seed sites (Figure S6C). Until all nonca-

nonical binding classes and relative affinities are clearly defined,

the exceptional miR-294 family, which is expressed highly

enough to buffer against 8-mer target increases of �1.5 orders

of magnitude and likely not in the range of physiological pertur-

bation, is not accurately modeled (Figure S6D).

For all other miRNA seed families, we used the model to

predict Ago-miRNA binding changes in response to changes
354 Molecular Cell 56, 347–359, November 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier In
in high-affinity target concentrations. The fraction of free tar-

gets as a function of total 8-mer target pool levels is shown

for a representative lowly expressed active miRNA family,

miR-92/25 in Figure 5C. The simulation was performed across

over two orders of magnitude above and below the endoge-

nous concentration (vertical dotted black line) and showed

the expected nonlinear titration response to changes in 8-

mer total target pool levels. To assess physiological perturba-

tions in ESCs, we indicate 10- and 100-fold induction of an

average expressed target gene containing 3 3 8-mer sites

(390 or 3,900 cpc gained) or complete knockdown of a very

highly expressed target with 3 3 8-mer sites (600 cpc lost)

(Figure 5C, vertical solid gray-black lines). The model predicts

8-mer targets of the lower expressed miR-92/25 family are

endogenously in a sensitive region. All active miRNAs other

than the highly expressed miR-294/292 families exhibit quali-

tatively similar susceptibility to target pool changes as for

miR-92/25 (data not shown). Responses like these that are

more susceptible to physiological perturbation would likely

occur with lower overall changes in expression due to lower

overall fraction bound (Figure 5C, fraction 8-mers bound

�20%). These comparisons highlight predicted differences in

ceRNA responses and differential susceptibility based on

miRNA:target ratios.
c.
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Figure 6. Single Cell Reporter Assays

Confirm Differential Susceptibility to Target

Competition Based on miRNA:Target Ratio

(A) Top: log-log plot of miRNA targeted or un-

targeted mCherry mean fluorescence across 100

bins of eYFP signal in ESCs for miR-92/25 (purple),

miR-293 (blue), or miR-294 (green) reporters. Bot-

tom: box plots of fold repression (mCherryuntargeted/

mCherry3xsites) in first ten bins (Low), middle ten

bins centered around log10 value of 3.75 (Mid), and

last ten bins (High). Targeted mCherry constructs

contained 3 3 8-mer sites. Untargeted mCherry

contained 3 3 8-mer sites for the nonexpressed

let-7 miRNA. Error bars represent SEM from three

biological replicates. All fluorescent values are

background normalized (Experimental Procedures).

(B) miRNA-mediated fold repression across a range

of reporter induction as in (A) except measured in

MSCs, using mCherry reporters containing 3 3 8-

mer sites for miR-92/25 (purple) or let-7 (yellow).

UntargetedmCherry contains a short 30 UTRwith no

miRNA binding sites. Error bars represent SEM from

three biological replicates.

(C) Hierarchical affinity model of miRNA target

competition. The endogenous miRNA target pool

is indicated in a partitioned triangle illustrating the

hierarchical affinity classes and their relative abun-

dances. Ago-miRNA target pool coverage will

depend on the relative miRNA:target ratio as indi-

cated in red for exemplary low (left) or high (right)

ratios and spread toward low-affinity targets. Indi-

vidual miRNA target pools demonstrate differential

susceptibility to an identical level of high-affinity

ceRNA overexpression (black bars) as described in

the Discussion.
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Single-Cell Measurement of miRNA Activity upon Target
InductionDemonstratesDifferential Response to Target
Pool Increase
To test our model’s prediction of differential target competition

susceptibility based on miRNA:target ratio, we used a single-

cell reporter system to simultaneously estimate target overex-

pression and the corresponding effect on miRNA activity in

vivo. A bidirectional promoter was used to transcribe identical

levels of nontargeted control eYFP mRNA and targeted mCherry

mRNA, which contains three 8-mer 30 UTR miRNA binding

sites to a selected miRNA. An untargeted mCherry mRNA was

used as a control to measure mCherry/eYFP levels in the

absence of miRNA regulation. We measured fluorescence per

cell with flow cytometry and used eYFP levels to assess overex-

pression. By binning eYFP expression into 100 bins, we calcu-

lated the miRNA-mediated fold repression (mCherryuntargeted/

mCherry33sites) across a range of inductions (Figure 6A). We

selected three active miRNA families that represent high

(miR-294), intermediate-low (miR-293), and low (miR-92/25)

miRNA:target pool ratios for this experiment (Table 1). By calcu-

lating the average fold repression of the first ten bins, we esti-

mated the endogenous repression levels as 10-fold, 6.2-fold,

and 3.7-fold repression for miR-294, miR-293, and miR-92/25,
Mole
respectively (Figure 6A, bottom, ‘‘Low’’), consistent with the

different miRNA:target pool ratios. Importantly, when comparing

the average fold repression in the middle 10 eYFP expression

bins (‘‘Mid’’) to endogenous repression levels (first ten bins,

‘‘Low’’), we see that repression of the two lower miRNA:target

ratio reporters, miR-293 and miR-92/25, is reduced from 6.2-

to 4.4-fold and from 3.7- to 2.4-fold, respectively, but the high

miRNA:target ratio reporter,miR-294, is unaffected (Figure 6A,

bottom). Even after ‘‘High’’ reporter induction (last ten bins) the

miR-294 reporter is not derepressed, whereas average fold

repression of the miR-293 and miR-92/25 reporters drops to

2.3- and 1.5-fold, respectively (Figure 6A). These results confirm

the potential ceRNA susceptibility of low miRNA:target pool ra-

tios and the insensitivity of high miRNA:target ratios. To estimate

the overexpression achieved with the reporters, nontargeted

mCherry transcripts were quantified after cell sorting in the

ranges of induction corresponding to ‘‘Mid’’ and ‘‘High’’ overex-

pression of reporter (Figure 6A) and gave absolute values of

1,000 and 3,600 cpc, respectively (Figure S7A). The incorpora-

tion of three miRNA binding sites per reporter mRNA puts our

target pool induction estimates for detectable miR-92/25 target

derepression at 3,000 additional high-affinity 8-mer cpc in

these assays. This provides a direct quantitative test of in vivo
cular Cell 56, 347–359, November 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 355
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competition for endogenousmiRNA target poolswith reasonable

estimates of the perturbation levels required for titration effects.

To show our approach can be extended to other systems, we

performed the identical analyses in mesenchymal stem cells

(MSCs) using Ago2-iCLIP and miRNA and target pool measure-

ments (Figures S7B–S7E). MSCs had similar Ago binding char-

acteristics in regard to iCLIP coverage per site type and target

pool composition. Twelve miRNA families were identified as

active above background. Interestingly, we again observed

miRNA families predicted to exist in two classes of ceRNA sus-

ceptibility. We found let-7 endogenous miRNA-Target ratio is

distinctly higher than most other active miRNAs (Table 1), similar

to the miR-294 family in ESCs. The majority of other active

miRNAs, including miR-92/25, are at lower miRNA:target ratios

relative to their total 6/7/8-mer pools and may be more sensitive

to physiological ranges of ceRNA competition. We confirmed the

differential susceptibility of let-7 and miR-92/25 families by our

single-cell reporter system and demonstrated again that only

the lower expressed miR-92/25 family responded to this range

of overexpression (Figure 6B).

DISCUSSION

Using integrated analysis of small RNA-seq, mRNA-seq, and

iCLIP data, we present a biochemical-based quantitative

assessment of endogenous miRNA and target concentrations.

This is performed in two different mouse cell lines to observe

how miRNA:target ratio quantitatively determines miRNA bind-

ing across a range of target site affinities. Only 8–12 miRNA

seed families in ESCs and MSCs exhibit detectable binding ac-

tivity, and most of these active miRNAs are not expressed highly

enough to appreciably bind their weaker-affinity sites (6-mer

target pool). We create a simple target competition model for

equilibrium binding, which predicts up to�30%derepression ef-

fects that can be reasonably attributed to physiological levels of

high-affinity ceRNA induction (Figure 5C). The principles of this

model are validatedwith comparison to in vivomeasured binding

(iCLIP) and single-cell miRNA target reporter assays, which

reveal up to 35% derepression effects upon addition of 3,000

additional target sites per cell (Figure 6A). Importantly, the re-

porter assays demonstrate that only active miRNA families

with low total miRNA:target ratios are susceptible to ceRNA in-

ductions even up to approximately 10,000 additional target

copies per cell. Together, this analysis provides a quantitative

context to evaluate miRNA activity in general and the possibility

of physiological ceRNA crosstalk in particular.

Previous estimates of miRNA target abundance vary widely

and predict very different responses to ceRNA regulation. Wee

et al. (2012) discuss a rough estimate of�500miRNA target tran-

scripts per cell (50 conserved targets per miRNA3 10 cpc), and

most ceRNA mathematical models tend to follow a similar low

range (Ala et al., 2013; Bosia et al., 2013; Figliuzzi et al., 2013).

These target pool underestimates amplify the likely effects of

ceRNA regulation. By utilizing Ago2 iCLIP-based identification

of accessible target sites, our estimates range from 17,000–

140,000 6/7/8-mer target cpc per miRNA seed family. However,

as noted, restricting the target pool of the highly expressed miR-

294 family to 6/7/8-mer seed matches likely underestimates its
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total pool because the miRNA concentration is high enough to

significantly accumulate at 6-mers and spread to lower-affinity

sites. The target pool estimates reported here are in a range

10-fold lower than the apparent miRNA target abundances esti-

mated recently in primary hepatocytes by Denzler et al. (2014),

but we note that the total mRNA cpc in the cell types analyzed

here are approximately 10-fold lower than in hepatocytes,

most likely due to the fast dividing nature of ESC and MSC cell

lines. Interestingly, we find proportionally little binding in nonpro-

tein-coding transcripts and no unusually high-coverage CDS

sites that would suggest significant competition by exon-derived

circRNAs (Hansen et al., 2013; Memczak et al., 2013) in the two

nonpathological cell types analyzed here.

Molecular titration regimes canonically require the buffering

molecule, i.e., miRNA, to be initially at higher concentrations

than the titrant, i.e., target sites, to see threshold release effects

(Buchler and Louis, 2008). In contrast to this, we find that total

6/7/8-mer target pool concentration surpasses miRNA concen-

tration for almost all miRNA families. Similarly, Denzler et al.

(2014) recently reported that miR-122 target abundance in pri-

mary hepatocytes is above miR-122 levels, despite the high

expression ofmiR-122. In addition, by examiningmouse livers af-

termetabolic shifts in gene expression or introduction of a poten-

tial ceRNA, they showed that due to the large miR-122 target

pool, meaningful ceRNA induction required physiologically un-

reasonable increases in mRNA expression that approach the

sizeof the entire target pool. Additionally in their system, reducing

miR-122 expression 3-fold with Antagomirs did not measurably

alter the level of ceRNA induction necessary for detectable dere-

pression (Denzler et al., 2014). Despite the differences in experi-

mental systems, our identification of differential ceRNA suscep-

tibility regimens is in agreement with Denzler et al. (2014)

regarding the measured behavior of highly abundant miRNAs.

Specifically, we find similar results of insensitivity to large target

inductions for the highly expressed miR-294 and let-7 families,

and our mathematical binding simulation would predict minimal

changes in miR-294 high-affinity target binding with a 3-fold

miRNA reduction. Although Denzler et al. (2014) probe a more

physiological cellular state, our study extends the current under-

standing of ceRNA regulation to a more generalizable model by

globally examining the potential for competition for multiple miR-

NA:target ratios and using highly sensitive single cell reporters to

measure miRNA repression in vivo. Our binding simulations and

reporter assays surprisingly demonstrate that targets of active

miRNA families with low miRNA:target ratio, like miR-92/25,

can be appreciably derepressed at levels of high-affinity ceRNA

induction far below that of the entire target pool (Figure 6,

�3,000 copies of 8-mer reporter sites, �15% of total 6/7/8-mer

pool). The threshold target level necessary for derepression in

this reporter system also depends on miRNA concentration

because miR-92/25 and miR-294 have similar total 6/7/8-mer

target abundances (�20,000 cpc), but require very different

amounts of reporter expression to show consequential titration

effects. Two salient features captured by our model based on

fundamental biochemical principles and in vivoAgobinding char-

acteristics help explain target competition susceptibility:

First, the total target pool is partitioned into hierarchical affinity

classes that do not compete equally. Because high-affinity
c.
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target sites are more favorably bound, meaningful competition

can occur without approaching expression levels of the total

pool of weak and strong sites combined. We find using a

mathematical model that accounts for competition within a hier-

archical affinity target pool best captures our experimental ob-

servations. Specifically, considering a single pool of 6/7/8-mer

targets (Figure S6D) similarly as discussed in Denzler et al.

(2014), rather than partitioning into affinity groups, predicts less

binding for miRNA families with low total miRNA:target ratio

than seen in our iCLIP data or inferred from repression data

(e.g., <10% binding of miR-92/25 8-mers) and also predicts min-

imal effects by titration in contradiction to our reporter results.

Second, the size of the ‘‘effective’’ target pool that is meaning-

fully sequestering miRNA and raising the threshold of dere-

pression is dependent on the miRNA concentration. For active

miRNA families with low miRNA:target ratio, the low-affinity tar-

gets are mostly unbound and do not actively compete with a po-

tential high-affinity ceRNA. Thus for high-affinity sites, the effec-

tive target pool is smaller, and thresholds of derepression can

be reached with high-affinity ceRNA induction. Conversely, as

miRNA concentration increases, Ago-miRNA complexes spread

to weaker and weaker affinity sites, as discussed for miR-294,

and the effective target pool size grows too large to be influenced

by physiological ranges of ceRNA induction even with high-affin-

ity sites. A minimal theoretical model of posttranscriptional regu-

lation incorporating different target affinities predicts similar

titration regimes (Figliuzzi et al., 2013). In this way, both the

miRNA concentration and the size and affinities of the competing

target pool determine the threshold of target competition.

In addition to miRNA:target ratio, the absolute concentration

of the effective target pool also affects ceRNA susceptibility,

particularly for exceptional miRNA families with uncommonly

high or low target abundance. For example, a very low miRNA:

target ratio family such as miR-15/16 is sensitive to ceRNA per-

turbations but would likely still require unphysiological target in-

creases to appreciably affect repression because its absolute

target abundance even for just 7/8-mers is three times higher

than average. Conversely, an intermediate-low miRNA:target ra-

tio family such as miR-293 has a high enough miRNA:target ratio

to significantly bind its 6-mer targets, but the exceptionally small

absolute size of its target pool allows meaningful ceRNA compe-

tition in physiological ranges.

The data presented here point to the existence of two common

regimens of potential ceRNA susceptibility characterized by

different miRNA:target pool ratios and their relationship with the

range of target affinities (Figure 6C). Highly expressed miRNA

families are likely not susceptible to derepression of their targets

by ceRNA competition, due to the buffering capacity provided by

the high miRNA and target pool concentrations. Intriguingly, the

highly expressed miRNA families described here, miR-294 and

let-7, play important master roles in enforcing cell identity (Mar-

son et al., 2008; Melton et al., 2010) and may be positioned to

sustain extreme fluctuations in target expression. In contrast,

active miRNA families with low miRNA:target ratio may be sus-

ceptible to titration by a high-affinity ceRNA. In this model, the af-

finity of potential ceRNAs is paramount. Target genes can exhibit

increased affinity in multiple ways, including favorable sequence

context around themiRNAbinding site (Bartel, 2009); presenceof
Mole
multiple, cooperatively spaced binding sites (Broderick et al.,

2011; Doench et al., 2003; Grimson et al., 2007; Saetrom et al.,

2007); and dynamic recruitment by Ago-interacting RNA binding

proteins (Kim et al., 2009; van Kouwenhove et al., 2011). We pro-

pose that any meaningful ceRNA crosstalk would likely occur

through selective communication between genes with multiple

high-affinity sites of low, but still significantly repressive, miRNA:

target ratio families. Future in vivo investigation of the ceRNA

hypothesis should rely on quantitative analysis of the relative

perturbation achieved in the context of endogenous partitioned

miRNA:target pool ratios to confirm functional regulation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details.

Quantification of miRNA and mRNA Levels

The small RNA-seq data used for quantitation were from GSE50595 and

GSE36978 for ESC and MSC, respectively. Strand-specific poly-A RNA

sequencing libraries were prepared using either the UTP (Parkhomchuk and

Borodina, 2009) method or TRUseq sample preparation kit from Illumina.

External RNAControls ConsortiumRNA spike-in standards (Life Technologies)

were used to determine cellular concentration of RNA.

iCLIP

iCLIP was performed in both untagged and Flag-HA-tagged Ago2 cell lines by

tandem Flag-HA immunoprecipitation essentially as described in Jangi et al.,

2014, from approximately 200 million cells following doxycycline induction.

Single-Cell Reporter Assay

miR-294 (AGCACTTA), miR-92/25 (GTGCAATA), miR-293 (GCGGCACA), or

let-7 (CTACCTCA) 8-mer sites were cloned into the bidirectional pTRE-

Tight-BI (Clontech) eYFP and mCherry reporter constructs described in Mu-

kherji et al., 2011. Reporter constructs and rtTA plasmids were transfected

and induced with doxycycline 4 hr posttransfection. Fluorescence-activated

cell sorting measurements were taken 24 hr posttransfection and data were

processed with FlowJo software.
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